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The following aspects of hadronic nal states in deep inelastic lepton scattering are reviewed: measuring
from multi-jet production rates and event shapes; alternative jet algorithms for DIS; power-suppressed
corrections to event shapes; comparing jet fragmentation in annihilation and DIS; nal states in the BFKL
and CCFM formulations of small-x dynamics; exotic (instanton-induced) nal states.
Les aspects suivants des etats nals hadroniques etc.
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Introduction This talk will review a selection of topics concerning hadronic nal states in deep inelastic
lepton scattering (DIS). One of the primary aims of studies of DIS nal states is to test the predictions of
QCD in more detail than is provided by measurements of the totally inclusive structure functions. By anal-
ogy with annihilation, it is natural to begin by studying various global measures of the jet-like properties of
the nal state. This is the topic of the following section. Amongst the quantities considered are the multi-jet
production rates, dened according to various jet algorithms, and event shape parameter distributions. Both
of these have to be dened in an infrared-safe way, so as to be insensitive to the long-distance behaviour of
QCD and hence calculable in perturbation theory. Recently, it has been found that observables satisfying
these conditions can still dier substantially in their sensitivity to non-perturbative physics, through the
magnitude and energy dependence of corrections that are suppressed by inverse powers of a large momen-
tum scale. Some recent theoretical ideas on this question and their predictions for DIS will be discussed.
Experimental and theoretical results on the fragmentation spectra of DIS current jets will also be reviewed.
Section 3 deals with nal state features of DIS in the region of very small Bjorken x values currently
being investigated at HERA. Here the theoretical analysis is more dicult and a number of basic points
remain to be claried. Some of the most promising indicators of possible new dynamics at small x concern
nal state properties, such as the transverse energy flow and the production of forward jets with transverse
momenta comparable to the DIS momentum transfer Q.
In section 4, a more speculative but exciting possibility for DIS nal states is discussed, namely non-
perturbative processes that might be induced by QCD instantons. The associated nal states would have
high hadron multiplicities without any prominent multi-jet production.
Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.
Jet Physics Jet rates Multi-jet production rates are at present the only features of DIS nal states that
have been fully predicted to next-to-leading order in QCD perturbation theory nlo. Denoting by n+1(x;Q
2; )
the cross section for the production of n jets plus the remnant jet, at given values of Bjorken x, momen-
tum transfer-squared Q2 and jet resolution , we have schematically n+1(x;Q
2; ) =n−1 (Q)An(x;Q
2; ) +n
(Q)Bn(x;Q
2; ) + : : : whereAn and Bn are calculable in terms of the parton distribution functions of the
proton. The leading terms An are given by the corresponding tree graphs as illustrated in feyn. Once the
next-to-leading term Bn is known for n > 1, this provides a method for measuring the strong coupling .
fun.eps80mmTypical diagrams for neutral current deep-inelastic scattering: (a) Born term, (b) QCD Comp-
ton scattering, (c) boson-gluon fusion.feyn
There are several dierent ways of dening jets, with correspondingly dierent denitions of the jet
resolution . So far, the next-to-leading function B2 for 2+1 jets has been computed only for the modied
JADE jet clustering algorithm nlo,jade. Here one denes for each pair of particles or clusters i and j the
quantity mJjets yij = 2EiEj(1 − cos ij)=W 2 ’ m2ij=W
2wheremij is the invariant mass of the pair and W
is the overall hadronic centre-of-mass energy (W 2 = Q2(1 − x)=x). The pair with the smallest value of yij
are clustered, the process being repeated until all yij ’s are above . The proton remnant is included in the
clustering procedure as a ‘pseudoparticle’ carrying any missing longitudinal momentum that is lost down
the beam pipe. After clustering, the clusters remaining at resolution are dened as jets, the one containing
the pseudoparticle being the remnant jet.
Using the above jet denition at = 0:02, the HERA experiments have obtained evidence of the running
of , and have measured its value as disjH1,disjZ asH (MZ) = 0:123  0:018 (H1);asZ(MZ) = 0:117 
1
0:005+0:004−0:0050:007 (ZEUS);wherethethreecomponentsoftheerrorin(asZ)arestatistical; experimentalsystematicandtheore
are shown, together with the expected behaviour for various values of the 5-flavour QCD scale . The inner




In addition to the modied JADE algorithm used in the above analyses, there are other possible jet
denitions, which have some theoretical advantages but are not yet predicted to O(2). For future ref-
erence I mention here the factorizable JADE algorithm fJADE, with fJjets yij = 2EiEj(1 − cos ij)=Q2 ’
m2ij=Q
2 ; i:e: differingfrom(mJjets)onlyinthenormalization; andthe−algorithmforDIS DISkt; inwhichktjetsyij =




2 ; whererepresentthetransversemomentumof irelativetoj; orviceversa; whicheverist
insteadofthepseudoparticle; oneintroducesafixedmomentumvectorpr = xp, where p is the incoming pro-
ton momentum, and computes yir, obtained by clustering pi with pr, along with yij at each stage. If the
smallest of all these is ykr, then k is classied as part of the remnant jet and is not available for further
clustering.
A substantial part of the theoretical systematic error in the determinations (asH) and (asZ) is associated
with hadronization corrections, i.e. the non-perturbative corrections applied to the perturbative predictions
before comparing them with hadron-level data. The -algorithm in particular may have some advantages
in reducing this source of error. As we shall see in section 2.3, there are theoretical indications that non-
perturbative eects should be smaller for algorithms based on the -resolution variable (ktjets) rather than
the JADE resolution (mJjets) or (fJjets).
Event shapes Shape variables that describe the \jettiness" of the nal state have proved useful in an-
nihilation studies; one of the earliest and still most commonly-used is the thrust, T, dened as farhi Tdef T =
max
P
i j~pi  ~nj
P
i j~pijwherethesumisoverallfinal−stateparticlesandthemaximumiswithrespecttothedirectionoftheunitvec
The thrust has value one-half for a fully isotropic nal state, and its value approaches unity as the congu-
ration in the hadronic centre-of-mass frame becomes more two-jet-like.
If the denition (Tdef) is taken over directly to describe DIS, the value of the thrust is strongly aected
by the properties of the proton remnant. This is not very satisfactory since the remnant is not involved
in the hard scattering and in any case is often not seen in the detector. An alternative denition involves
looking at the nal state in the Breit frame of reference instead of the hadronic c.m. frame. The Breit frame
is the one in which the momentum transfer from the lepton is purely spacelike and lies along the z-axis:
say, q = (0; 0; 0; Q). In this frame the current jet is usually in the same hemisphere as q (the current
hemisphere), while the remnant jet is in the opposite (remnant) hemisphere. We may therefore dene the
\current jet thrust" Tc as 2P=Q where P is the total longitudinal momentum in the current hemisphere in
the Breit frame.
The distribution of the current jet thrust has not yet been calculated to next-to-leading order. A
calculation and experimental measurements of this quantity would be valuable for determination and for
comparison with results. We shall see in the following subsection that recent ideas about non-perturbative
contributions could be tested by such a comparison.
One shape variable whose distribution can already be predicted to next-to-leading order is y2+1, the
value of the jet resolution at which two jets plus the remnant jet can just be resolved in the nal state. This
distribution is essentially just the derivative of the 1 + 1-jet rate with respect to , which can be deduced (for
the modied JADE jet algorithm) from the jet rate calculations described above. So far, the data have not
been presented in this form. Again, we shall see below that ideas about non-perturbative contributions could
be tested using this quantity, by studying the Q2-dependence of the discrepancy between the perturbative
prediction and experiment.
1=Q corrections A eld of recent theoretical activity that needs more experimental input, which could
be provided by studies of nal states in DIS, involves the investigation of 1=Q corrections to hadronic event
shapes hadro,sterman,manwise,DW,AZ,NS,BB,DMW,CDW.
In annihilation, it is well known that many event shape variables receive signicant non-perturbative
contributions of the form =Q, where  is typically of the order of 1 GeV and Q is the hard process scale,
which in annihilation is the centre-of-mass energy, Q =. This is seen for example in the mean value of the
thrust (meant): the discrepancy between the data and the perturbative prediction (dashed) shows a clear
1= dependence. As also illustrated in meant, the full dependence on is well described by the Monte Carlo
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event generators JETSET jetset and herwig. The discrepancy has therefore customarily been described as
a \hadronization correction", estimated according the the models of the hadronization process that are built
into those programs. Similar corrections, also with a 1=Q dependence, are found in dierential event shape
distributions.
meant.ps80mmMean value of 1− T in annihilation.meant
Recent theoretical studies suggest that 1=Q corrections are not necessarily related to hadronization, but
may instead be a universal soft gluon phenomenon associated with the behaviour of the running coupling
at small momentum scales DW,AZ. The term ‘universal’ means that they could be expressible in terms of a
few non-perturbative parameters that are not themselves calculable but have calculable process-dependent
coecients.
Final states in deep inelastic scattering are an excellent place to test these ideas experimentally. If the
conjectured universality is true, there should be 1=Q corrections to shape variables for DIS nal states, where
Q is now the usual DIS momentum transfer variable. Furthermore the coecients of 1=Q should be related
to those measured in annihilation CDW.
From the experimental point of view, DIS appears to be a good process in which to study 1=Q eects,
since the wide range of Q2 values available in a single experiment should make it straightforward to dis-
entangle the relevant power-behaved terms from the logarithmically-varying perturbative terms. Note also
that the terms in question are dominant over the more familiar higher-twist corrections, which behave like
1=Q2.
Before giving some illustrative predictions for DIS nal states, let us recall the mechanism proposed in
ref. DW as the source of 1=Q corrections. For deniteness, consider again the mean value of the thrust in an-
nihilation. The \improved" leading-order perturbative prediction of this quantity is of the form vev1T 1-TRQ
0
d()fT (; Q) :By\improved"wemeanthatintheperturbativepredictionweusetherunningcouplingconstantevaluatedatascale
stategluon askt:ThefunctionfT turns out to have the behaviour fT (; Q) ’ 4CF =Q for  Q :Substitutingthisandthepertur




in the coecient, the series is strongly divergent. Therefore by \improving" the perturbative prediction we
have made it meaningless!
The reason for the divergence is that the perturbative expression for () diverges at the Landau pole,
= . Therefore, if we use in eq. (vev1T), the integral is not well dened. On the other hand if we truncate
the series (alPT) at any nite n there is only an integrable divergence at = 0. Consequently, for consistency,
the series must diverge.
aslow.ps80mmSolid curve: possible infrared-nite behaviour of the strong coupling at low scales. Dashed:
one-loop running (). Dot-dashed: expansion of one-loop () to second order in (Q) for Q= = 100.alg
One can attempt to give a meaning to the integral involving by specifying how to deal with the Landau
pole. The various options dier by terms of order 1=Q and therefore one is led to expect a term of this form
in the true answer, whose coecient cannot be determined within perturbation theory. This is an example
of the (infrared) renormalon ambiguity sterman,NS,BB,mueller.
In ref. DW a more phenomenological approach is proposed. Suppose that a meaningful, universal form




 0()existsforall  0. For  suciently large ( ) we have () ’ () for > . Therefore we may write















and replaced it by the non-perturbative expression (abarmu). As shown in alg, the subtracted part is prob-
ably smaller than () and therefore we expect a positive power correction. Good agreement with the thrust
data shown in meant is found for 0(2 GeV ) = 0:52 0:04 DW.
Using the same approach, one nds power corrections like (Tpow) for a wide range of nal-state observ-
ables in hard processes, including deep inelastic scattering DMW,CDW. In general the correction is of the
formIn ref. DW there is a constant added to the nal 1=r, corresponding to the use of a dierent renormaliza-
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